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Two Bare Feet 6-8 person Multi-Rider 17'0" Inflatable Paddleboard (Blue)

  

Giant board, not so giant price. The Two Bare Feet Multi-Rider represents ridiculous value for an XXL toy that will provide endless fun for
everyone. Pull together a paddle team of up to eight people and be the envy of everyone else in the water. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
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SUP: Two Bare Feet 6-8 person Multi-Rider 17'0" Inflatable Paddleboard (Blue)
 

Sales price £744.99

Discount £-455.01

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerTwo Bare Feet 

Description 

The brand new Two Bare Feet Multi-Rider represents the ultimate in family fun. At 17 feet long, with enough room for eight people on board, no
one will get left behind. Load up this XXL SUP with all of your friends, and all the gear you need for a full day of fun on the water.

And if you're thinking this giant looks a little daunting, there's no need to worry. To keep the weight down we've made the Multi-Rider with our
classic single layer of reinforced PVC so it weighs just 25kg. And with four reinforced carry-handles towards the rails, it couldn't be easier for
your new paddle crew to get it down to the beach. 

 

Length: 17'
Width: 60"
Depth: 8"
Material Construction: Standard DWF PVC
Air Chambers: Single drop-stitched air chamber (18 psi rated)
Board Volume: 1040 Litres (Approximately)
Board Weight: 25kg
Maximum Payload: 900kg 
Fin Setup: 4 x 9 inch removable fins - 2+1 with additional fin towards centre of board
Deckgrip: Heat moulded diamond pattern full coverage EVA
Carry Straps: 8 x heavy-duty carry straps

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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